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Muskoka Parry Sound Sexual Assault Services

May Awareness Campaign

Women’s Sexual Assault
Helpline

May is Sexual Assault Awareness Month. Ontario
recognizes this month as a time to raise awareness of the
issues surrounding sexual violence and to promote ways
to stop it.

1-800-461-2929

Sexual assault is ANY form of sexual contact with another
person without his/her consent.

Consent:


Is never assumed or implied




Is not silence or the absence of "no"





Cannot be given if the victim is impaired by alcohol or
drugs, or is unconscious
Can never be obtained through threats or coercion
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“The word "love" is most often
defined as a noun, yet al the more
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that we would all love better if we
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“TAG DAY 2014”:
We are holding another tag-day
fundraiser in Bracebridge on
Saturday, May 31st from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Please call Linda C. in the
Bracebridge Office if you are able to
help out with this event:
705-646-2122 or 1-877-406-1268.

News from the Bracebridge Office
VOLUNTEER TRAINING 2014:
Tell all your friends about our free volunteer training taking
place in Bracebridge in the fall of 2014. There will be ten
training sessions beginning in the middle of September and
ending around the middle of November. We’re thinking of
holding them Tuesday afternoons from 12:30 till 3:30 at the
Bracebridge Office.
Sessions are intended for women who are concerned about
sexual assault and violence against women; who would like to
work as a volunteer on the Women’s Sexual Assault Help Line
from the convenience of home; who want to improve their
listening and support skills; and/or are looking for an excellent
educational opportunity. We provide a “certificate of
completion” upon successful completion of the 30 hours of
training. Refreshments (and a graduation cake) will be provided
so participants won’t go hungry.
Have I convinced you? If so, call Linda C. at the Bracebridge
Office—705-646-2122 or 1-877-406-1268—to sign up or even
ask for further details. Please pass the word!
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What’s a tag day? Volunteers are
located at the entrances of local
businesses where they cheerfully
accept donations and give out agency
pamphlets and stickers. The goals are
fundraising and public awareness.
All proceeds will go toward
supporting agency programs in the
Districts of Muskoka and Parry
Sound, such as our agency drop-ins
and therapy programs.
Just sayin’!

“Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change
the world; indeed, it's the only
thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead (1902-1978);
Cultural Anthropologist
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News from the Bracebridge Office continued

What’s Happenin’ @ the Daisy Chain Drop-in?
Daisy Chain Drop-in located in South River at Chalmers United Church on Ottawa Avenue had a Valentine’s Day
Celebration on February 13, 2014, and began regular sessions starting on February 27, 2014.
Check out our website—www.daphnewymn.com—for particular dates and topics.
So far this session, we have completed a sewing craft; watched a DVD entitled “Secrets of Sugar”; designed
homemade gift wrap with Jane; and made paper designs using a blender with Suzanne. Coming up is cakedecorating with Lillian; managing a paycheque with Employment North; and learning about Community Mental
Health with Kathy and Shawna. Sounds like fun, eh!
We have our last session on Thursday, June 5, with Bingo Mania and a potluck.
All women and their pre-school children are welcome to attend this drop-in. The drop-in starts at 10 a.m. and
goes to noon most Thursdays throughout the school year. Call me, Linda C., at 1-877-406-1268 if you require
further information. The coffee’s always on—leaded and unleaded!

2014 Teen Dating Violence Awareness and Prevention Poster/PSA Contest
The Natalie Novak Educational Fund and the Parry Sound
Domestic Violence Coordinating Committee are excited to
inform you of a 2014 Teen Dating Violence Awareness and
Prevention Poster/Public Service Announcement (PSA)
Contest for all Muskoka, Parry Sound and Almaguin
Highlands high school students. The due date for entries is
June 6, 2014.
We are sponsoring this poster contest as a means of raising
awareness of teen dating violence and its prevention. The
Grand Prize winner will receive $250.00 and 3 Runners Up
will receive $100.00 each. The winning posters / PSA s will
also participate in a traveling art tour to all involved high
schools and be part of public displays throughout the
Muskoka and Parry Sound areas.
For more information or entry forms please email
artresourcecontest@gmail.com or visit our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/muskokaparrysoundcontest
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News from the Parry Sound Office
Fall and winter went on forever. Besides blizzard after blizzard and weather
warnings, I don’t remember a lot of what happened until recently. I do remember
that November was exciting. The office is finally out of the dungeon. My entire
time at Muskoka/Parry Sound Sexual Assault Services has been spent in an office
located in the basement of a building. In November of 2014 we packed up and

“Laughing so hard you
make no sound at all”
—From ”The Book of Awesome” by Neil
Pasricha

moved up in the world. Wow! I can actually see entire people walking down the
street instead of just seeing their feet and calves go by. We have lots of big bright
windows and I sometimes get to see the woman in the house across the street
playing with the little children she babysits. It’s very relaxing. The counselling room
looks very comforting with the new fireplace – what a story trying to put it together
though. I am really enjoying the new space at the top of the stairs. The Sexual
Assault Program is still busy. I just finished a Therapy Group in April with women
that really bonded. It is wonderful to see that happen. The other space was just
too crowded. I am looking forward to our next Survivor’s Conference coming up
May 23rd as well as our Visioning Day also in May. In June we get to welcome our

“Celebrating your pet’s
birthday even though they
have no idea what’s going on”

newest staff member for the Parry Sound Office. I can’t wait.
—Diane Kalverda

You are invited to join us at our
Annual General Meeting, to be held
this year on:
Wednesday June 11
CAS Office, Upstairs, 25 Church St.,
Parry Sound, ON
7 pm
Refreshments will be served.
Everyone welcome!

Changes in the Parry Sound Office
As a reminder, last fall the office moved upstairs at 7 William St. to
Suite 3, and we are glad for the extra light in the office.
In March, Area Coordinator Linda Bangay resigned her position.
Linda worked with MPSSAS for 11 years altogether, and in that time
will be remembered for facilitating the Comfy Corner Drop In,
Girlzone and Girlz Unplugged events as well as her other duties. We
wish her all the best in her future endeavours.
Taking her place will be Doris Potts-Zyganiuk, whom you may know
previously from the Parry Sound Friendship Centre. Doris has
facilitated numerous events and supported many people through
this previous work, and she brings a wealth of community
development experience with her. We are very glad to welcome her
onto our team.
4
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“My Two Cents: A-musings of the Volunteer Coordinator”
Over countless years, my dreams have provided clues to my inner workings—who I am; what I’m feeling; where I’m at; what I need to
acknowledge; and what I need to focus on. I want to tell you about one particular dream that really packed a wallop—for me anyway.

Picture this…I am in a parking lot in my village of South River, population 1200, specifically at the corner
of Ottawa Avenue and the old Highway #11 (now identified as Highway #124).

I am tasked with looking after an 8-month-old infant who is lying in an old-fashioned buggy. For some unknown reason, I am very cranky
and even angry about having to care for this infant.

Suddenly I have an idea! I wheel the buggy with the baby inside onto Highway #11 and
leave it in the middle of this very busy road. As I walk away, I wipe my hands of any
responsibility. I feel pretty proud of my problem-solving skills as I make my way back to
the parking lot on the corner.
I feel light and airy—for a few seconds—but then doubt begins to rear its ugly head. Panic slowly builds as I realize what I have done. As
fast as I can, I run to the section of the highway where I left baby and buggy, praying I’m not too late. I quickly wheel the buggy off the
highway and back to the parking lot, thanking the Heavens that I find them in one piece. I cannot articulate the relief I feel!

Then…I look into the buggy…and I see a beautiful baby girl with rosy plump cheeks and
a round head covered in blonde fuzz staring solemnly back at me with her big blue eyes.
Realization hits! Intuitively I know that I am the baby in the buggy…ooh-oo…ooh-oo…
What does that dream mean? I’m not totally sure. All I can say is this:

Dear Universe, thanks for the tip!

I had no idea that I wasn’t valuing myself to that extent until that dream “woke me up.”
P.S. I’m still on the job of honouring myself and doing a “d--n” fine job! Make sure you’re doing the same. We’re important!

5Respectfully submitted by Linda Clarke
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The 0-0-0 Plan for Ending
Sexual Harassment
By Michael Kaufman

The Second Zero: Zero invisibility! Zero excuses!
Most sexual harassment has remained invisible for
too long. Most harassment doesn’t come in the more

The First Zero: We deserve better than Zero

egregious forms: that is, offers of promotion in

trust and Zero safety!

exchange for sex or threats to a woman who doesn’t

Concern about sexual harassment isn’t whining. It

comply. Nor is it most commonly about touching

isn’t playing politics. It’s not because women need to that borders on (or is) sexual assault.
lighten up. And it’s not because those who
experience it (because of their sex, or sexual
orientation, or race, or anything else that might
make them a target in someone’s mind) don’t have
what it takes for the working world.
Sexual (and other forms of) harassment destroys
trust and safety at the workplace. It poisons the
work environment. It compromises teamwork and
polarizes workplaces. It threatens people. It
destroys personal reputations, both of those who
are harassed and those who harass. It causes
enormous hurt.
It has real economic costs: It lowers productivity. It
can lead to expensive investigations, not to
mention costly settlements. It hurts the reputations
of companies and government bodies.
Women are the main recipients of sexual
harassment but men experience it too: usually
coming from other men in the form of homophobic

These things do happen, but the most common
forms of harassment are things that are
commonplace and everyday, and that insinuate
into the fabric of the workplace: Hurtful or
unwanted jokes or pictures. Inappropriate sexual
references and innuendo. Casual but unwanted
touching. Insistent asking out for dates. Looks and
stares that make someone uncomfortable.
We’ve tended to see harassment as a black and
white issue or, to use the traffic signal image I use in
my workplace training, like it’s a red light or green
light: Either something is clearly harassment – that
is, it’s a red light, so you better stop. Or it’s a green
light – that is, it’s appropriate workplace behavior.
But most harassment is in between: the amber light.
Whether it’s harassment or not is a matter of both
the personal and reporting relationship of two
people, when and where it happens, frequency,
who’s around, tone of voice, and, simply whether

harassment (which may or may not have anything to what someone says to you or does to you is
unwanted. It’s all about the impact, not the
do with their actual sexual orientation.) Younger
women (and men) are particularly vulnerable as are intention.
other groups with less power in society and the
workplace.
Continued on page 7...
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The 0-0-0 Plan for Ending Sexual Harassment And for those of us who are men: we’ve got to say to
continued.

our brothers: Enough! We don’t want you to poison
our workplaces. We don’t want you to hurt our
sisters or our brothers with language, gestures, and

...And just like when you’re driving, it’s those yellow other actions that just do not belong.
lights that get people in the most trouble.

By Michael Kaufman, November 11, 2011

We need not only good policies but good workplace
training to help workers and managers understand
the often subtle and (for too long) invisible forms of
sexual harassment that do enormous damage. We
need training that helps people understand the
underlying

power

dynamics

that

cause

or

perpetuate harassment. We need training to help
people learn to sense the impact of their behavior.
And we need to stop making excuses. Stop blaming
the victims of harassment; stop demeaning and
belittling them further. Stop telling someone at the
receiving end of inappropriate and unwanted
behavior to lighten up.
We need to stop the nasty stories that most claims
are false. Sure, claims of harassment are only claims

http://www.michaelkaufman.com
Michael Kaufman, Ph.D., is a public speaker,
educator, writer, and consultant, whose
innovative approaches to engaging men and
boys in promoting gender equality and
transforming their lives has taken him
around the world. He has worked
extensively with the United Nations and with
governments, non-governmental
organizations, corporations, professional
firms, trade unions, universities and
colleges. He is the co-founder of the White
Ribbon Campaign, the largest effort in the
world of men working to end violence
against women.

until proven. Sure, there are occasional vexatious
complaints. But it’s pretty rare for someone to go
through the grueling complaints process just out of
spite. Most complainants just want the harassment
to stop.
The Third Zero: Zero people should be silent!
We need to end our silence. Managers must lead by
example,

by

education,

and

by

appropriate

“If we want a beloved
community, we must stand for
justice, have recognition for
difference without attaching
difference to privilege.”
― Bell Hooks

responses to create harassment-free environments.
Unions and staff associations must ensure their
workers are protected from harassment, including
harassment by fellow workers because an injury to
one is an injury to all.
7
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“Have You Ever Had a Sexual Experience that was Unwanted?”
Violence, including sexual violence is still such a prevalent part of our experience. Turning on just about any
type of media brings violence disguised as entertainment into sharp, high def focus; this is an example of
technological change, but social constancy. That we still consider violence in all its forms to be a source of
entertainment is a signal that as anti-violence advocates, we must continue to push for change. The prevalence
of physical and sexual assault, sexual harassment and objectification of women remains the biggest human
rights issue of our time (Jimmy Carter, 2014)
We have seen some incredible shifts in a short period of time. Maybe not short in our lifetimes, but in the
context of human development we have seen major, radical change on our planet in the last few decades. The
LGBT community is starting to be able to be ‘out and proud’. The oppression faced by members of this
community is increasingly publicized and criticized. The civil rights movement brought systemic racism into the
conversations and awareness of millions of people. Change needs awareness as a starting point. Change is
underway.
We are at an exciting time in the world. Now, women survivors of sexual assault at least in our corner of the
world are increasingly able to find healing that is publicly funded. When I started my work career, sexual abuse
wasn’t really spoken about, even in counselling. Prior to the early 1980’s, when feminists and others began to
identify this all too common experience, sexual assault was a torture kept hidden and buried. I can recall as a
very young counsellor, the youth I worked with then, and with the awareness of today, can identify numerous
young people in that era that I now suspect had been sexually abused. For some, I now suspect I could even
identify who was abusing them. They would have benefitted from being able to have their experience
recognized and their pain validated. But, like youth today, their behaviour stemming from their experience was
often the primary focus of intervention and the underlying reason was left unquestioned. How brave survivors
who speak out truly are! They pave the way for understanding and acceptance. They educate and validate.
They are our leaders.
Did you know that at the beginning of the civil rights movement, people like Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King
began to take action in part because of the common experience of sexual assault of black women and children
perpetrated with impunity by white men? It’s true. At that time, the sexual and physical assault of black women
and children had gone on for centuries. It was through the civil rights movement and the third wave feminist
activists that we have begun to openly discuss violence against women. We are now also beginning to speak
and hear the truth regarding the impacts of colonization, violence and systemic racism with the Aboriginal
community. Anger is a rightful emotional response to abuse. As a society we must face the anger of those who
have experienced wrong done to them and acknowledge the rightness of this anger. Violence is wrong, but
anger as the emotion in response to it must be accepted and validated. We must remember this, as difficult as
someone’s anger is to face.
What a step it has been to simply ask the question “Have you ever had a sexual experience that was unwanted?”
It still often isn’t asked. Not always in doctor’s offices, not even always in a psychiatric ward. We still have work
to do………………………………………………………………………………..

Lauren Power
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Daphne’s Story
In classical Greek mythology, Daphne was a hunter who dedicated herself to Artemis, goddess of the hunt.
Like the goddess, Daphne refused to marry. The god, Apollo, fell in love with Daphne, and when she refused
his advances, he pursued her through the woods. To escape, she transformed into a laurel tree.

In artistic depictions of this myth, Daphne’s face is often outlined in the trunk and branches of the laurel tree.
The image of a woman being incorporated into the structure of a tree is a very powerful one. It symbolizes
Daphne’s intelligence and strength in protecting herself, and serves as an inspiration to all woman, in light of
the struggles that they must confront in today’s society.

The image of the deep roots, powerful limbs, and longevity of Daphne’s laurel tree were the inspiration for the
logo of Muskoka/Parry Sound Sexual Assault Services. The tree root symbolizes grounding, while the trunk
and limbs signify strength-all of which are elements of feminine power. The logo also reflects women’s
healing journeys, which have persevered and remained resilient, despite numerous challenges and obstacles.

Parry Sound Office

Website: www.daphnewymn.com

7 William Street, Suite # 3
Parry Sound, Ontario
P2A 1V2
Phone: (705) 774-9083
Toll Free: 1-877-851-6662
Fax: (705)-774-9728

Muskoka Office
29 Manitoba Street, Suite #1
Bracebridge, Ontario
P1L 1S4
Phone: (705) 646-2122

To make a submission to “Daphne’s Voice”
please contact Linda at:
linda@daphnewymn.com
The next edition will be available in
November 2014.
Deadline for submissions is October 11,

Toll Free: 1-877-406-1268
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